
CHAPTER 6

Dust grain omposition and

properties around Young Stars

T

he presene of rystalline siliates has been deteted in the irumstellar

environment of several young stars in the reent past and there is evi-

dene of silion arbide (SiC) detetion in the envelope of pre-main sequene

star SVS13. In this hapter, we probe the presene of SiC in the dust around

protoplanetary disks in a sample of young stars. We have modelled the lin-

ear polarization of omposite dust grains in the mid-infrared (MIR: 8�13 µm)

using siliates as host with various inlusions of SiC and graphites using the

Disrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) and the E�etive Medium Approxima-

tion (EMA) T-Matrix methods. The dust grain models have been ompared

with polarimetri observations made using CanariCam at the Gran Telesopio

Canarias (GTC). We interpret the omposition and properties of dust grains

in our sample of stars based on the shape, size, omposition, and fration of

inlusions by volume in our dust grain models.

6.1 Introdution and Motivation

Herbig Ae/Be stars, �rst identi�ed by Herbig (1960) [187℄, are young (1�10

Myr) objets in the pre-main sequene having masses between 2�10 M⊙. They

are usually enlosed by a disk and/or a gaseous, dusty envelope sine they form

a part of the proess of star formation [188℄. Due to the infrared exess arising

from the disk/envelope of Herbig stars [188, 189℄, they are often regarded as

the massive analogues to young lower mass T-Tauri stars [190℄. Meeus et

al. (2001) [191℄ suggested that irumstellar disks surrounding Herbig stars

ould be ategorized into two main groups: Group I omprising of soures

showing strong infrared exesses having �ared disks (mostly Herbig Ae stars)

and Group II omprising of soures that show modest infrared exesses having

�atter, self-shadowed disks (mostly Herbig Be stars) [192, 193℄. The disk

properties in Group I Herbig Ae stars have been observed to be very similar

to T-Tauri stars [194, 195℄.
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The study of protoplanetary dust in these young stars gives us an opportu-

nity to understand massive star formation as well as planet formation proesses

[195℄ and the observation of large infrared exess makes mid-infrared (MIR)

polarimetry an ideal tool to study their dust grain properties. Polarization

is represented as the di�erene between the parallel and perpendiular om-

ponents of extintion e�ieny whih are independently related to the dust

optial onstants [196℄. The polarization pro�le (peak wavelength, shape, and

strength) is highly suseptible to the spei� shape, omposition, as well as dust

grain size and hene, the study of polarization aross an absorption/emission

feature an be very e�iently used to onstrain these properties [197�199℄.

The polarization produed by dust grains in the interstellar medium (ISM)

has been disussed in Setion 1.1.3.

The omposition of dust partiles found in the protoplanetary disks around

young stars an be reasonably assumed to be analogous to those in the ISM

inluding siliates whih are the most abundant speies found in the ISM

[33, 200℄. The peak in absorption whih arises due to Si�O bond strething

near MIR 10 µm has been widely studied and this feature, visible learly in

the linear polarization pro�le of interstellar dust grains, is attributed to non-

spherial and aligned siliate dust grains [33, 196℄.

While amorphous siliates present in the ISM are mostly responsible for

the 10 µm peak [201℄, Aitken et al. (1988) [202℄ observed an additional feature

around 11 µm in the polarization pro�le towards a Class I Young Stellar Objet

(YSO), AFGL 2591, whih was onsidered to have formed due to rystalline

siliates similar to olivine. Separate studies have plaed an upper limit on the

abundane of siliates found in rystalline form in the ISM: 2.2% by Kemper

et al. (2005) [31, 32℄ and 1% by Min et al. (2007) [33℄. More reently, Wright

et al. (2016) [199℄ have deteted a 2.5�5% rystalline abundane towards the

Galati enter based on three features at 11.1, 11.9 and 23.5 µm, whih is

onsistent with the upper limit of Kemper et al. (2005) [32℄ and within the

3�5% limit set by Li et al. (2007) [203℄. In ase of protoplanetary disks, a re-

view by Henning (2010) [204℄ has stated that amorphous siliates with various

ompositions are expeted to be found in the outer regions while rystalline

dust is expeted towards the innermost (high temperature ∼ 1300 K) regions

of the disk with the existene of annealed amorphous grains in-between the

two regions. But the fat that rystalline material has also been observed in

low temperature (∼100 K) outer regions of disks means that there must either

be some mehanism for large-sale transport/mixing or for low-temperature

rystallization [190, 205℄.
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The existene of rystalline siliates has now been observed in protoplan-

etary environments of both T-Tauri and Herbig Ae/Be stars [190, 206�211℄.

The interest in study of silion arbide (SiC) as a potential dust onstituent in

protoplanetary disks arises from the fat that SiC, whih is known to be formed

in the irumstellar environment of AGB stars rih in arbon, has been found

in pre-solar samples, i.e. all SiC grains are not destroyed in the ISM [212℄.

Hene, pre-solar SiC serves as an ideal tool to study new planetary systems

and how they were formed with the same dust as that produed in ageing stars

[213℄. SiC has also been found as a dust onstituent in omets and meteorites

with evidene of pre-solar SiC grains to have been formed around the same

time as graphites in the sample or even earlier [214�216℄. On the basis of a

feature ourring around 11 µm, Min et al. (2007) [33℄ found ∼3% SiC in

interstellar dust grains with 9�12% of the silion present in the SiC, but their

inferene was purely model-dependent. Several andidates have been identi-

�ed for the 11 µm feature inluding SiC, hydroarbons, water ie, arbonates,

and rystalline siliates. Pott et al. (2008) [217℄ assigned the 11.3 µm feature

to SiC, based on a slight bow in a low resolution (R∼30) spetrum of SgrA

IRS3. But the R∼100 spetrum of the same target in Wright et al. (2016)

[199℄ shows a distint feature, whih is muh more onsistent with rystalline

siliates. The only detetion of SiC based on the study of MIR polarization in

the disk/envelope of a young star till date has been done by Fujiyoshi et al.

(2015) [198℄ for SVS13. Hene, this detetion has motivated us to investigate

for evidenes of silion arbide (SiC) in the irumstellar environment of young

stars.

In this work, the presene of SiC in protoplanetary disks around young stars

has been probed by studying the e�ets of grain shape, size, omposition, and

volume fration of inlusions on the polarization pro�le in the MIR within the

8-13 µm wavelength range.
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6.2 Sample of Observations

Li et al. (2018) [218℄ have studied the magneti �elds of protoplanetary disks by

measuring the MIR polarization of pre-main sequene stars using CanariCam

whih is a high-resolution MIR imaging instrument (7.5-25 µm) mounted over

the 10.4 metre re�eting telesope, Gran Telesopio Canarias (GTC), situated

at La Palma, Spain [82, 83℄. It has spetrosopi, oronagraphi and polarimet-

ri apabilities and has been onstruted suh that it reahes the telesope's

di�ration limit at MIR wavelengths. The instrument details of CanariCam

have been disussed in Setion 1.2.2 while the details of observation and data

redution have been presented in Zhang et al. (2017a,b) [219, 220℄ and Li et

al. (2018) [218℄.

The observations made by Li et al. (2018) [218℄ at 8.7 µm, 10.3 µm and

12.5 µm were seleted suh that they ould sample the 10 µm siliate polar-

ization feature whih is ideally what we are trying to study in this work. They

have separated the emission and absorption omponents of the star sample

depending on the di�erene in polarization spetra aross the 10 µm peak. We

have used the polarimetri data of two Herbig Be stars and one T-Tauri star

showing polarization in absorption from the sample of observations made by

them.

Some details of the three stars as ompiled by Li et al. (2018) [218℄ are

shown in Table 6.1. The distanes are given in parse (p), mass in terms of

solar mass (M⊙) and the age is given in million years (Myr). The absorption

feature around 10 µm has been denoted as `Abs' in the last olumn of Table

6.1. The details of polarization position angle (θ) measured by Li et al. (2018)

[218℄ for the three stars at 8.7, 10.3 and 12.5 µm are shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1: Details of the two Herbig Be stars and one T-Tauri star in the sample

observed by Li et al. (2018) [218℄.

Objet Distane Mass Age 10 µm Siliate

(p) (M⊙) (Myr) Feature Type

MWC 1080A 1000 20.6 0.22 Abs

MWC 297 250 10 1 Abs

HL Tau 140 0.7 1 Abs
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Table 6.2: The polarization position angles (θ) measured by Li et al. (2018)

[218℄.

Wavelength 8.7 µm 10.3 µm 12.5 µm
Objet Observed θ (degree)

MWC 1080A 110±1 104±1 71±10
MWC 297 80±19 74±7 91±26
HL Tau 88±2 89±1 94±3

MWC 1080A and MWC 297 are massive Herbig Be stars while HL Tau is

a T-Tauri star whih is the losest in our sample at 140 p right before MWC

297 whih is at a distane of 250 p ([218℄ and referenes therein). MWC

1080A is omparatively a very young star [221℄ but all three show signi�ant

polarization in absorption. The two Herbig Be stars are surrounded by massive

envelopes and seem to be still assoiated with the remains of their original

moleular louds [195, 218, 221℄. Even HL Tau is know to be enlosed by a

torus-shaped dusty envelope [222℄ and the polarization observed in absorption

for these three stars has been attributed to their torus/envelopes surrounding

the protoplanetary disks with all of them showing peak absorption in intensity

and maximum polarization around 10.3 µm.

While the polarization pro�les for MWC 297 and HL Tau show a sharp

rise at 10.3 µm with subsequent fall to at least half this value on either side

of the peak at 8.7 µm and 12.5 µm, the polarization value is signi�antly high

towards 12.5 µm in ase of MWC 1080A (as seen in Table 4, Li et al. (2018)

[218℄), i.e. there is a shift in peak value towards 11 µm whih is usually seen

in the presene of larger grains or rystalline partiles [191℄.

6.3 Composite dust grain models

As disussed in Setion 1.1.4, omposite dust grain models whih expet dust

grains to be omprised of aggregates of arbonaeous partiles and siliates are

quite prevalent in literature [39, 67, 68℄. Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄ have reently

modelled spheroidal omposite dust grains made of siliate as the host material

with silion arbide (SiC) and graphite as inlusions. They have studied the

e�ets of hange in axial ratio, size, porosity, and inlusions to the absorption

e�ienies of dust grains in the 5-25 µm range with partiular interest towards

the 10 µm siliate feature observed in the MIR.

We have used a similar approah here as Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄ and varied

the following parameters to obtain the absorption e�ienies and subsequently

the linear polarization of the spheroidal dust grains.
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Dust grain omposition

For our omposite model alulations, the host spheroid has been set to be

made up of siliates with inlusions of either silion arbide (SiC) or graphite

(Gr) at a time. The sites external to the grain are assumed as vauum and

internal sites are given to the siliate host. Although C-rih AGB stars are

the primary soure for SiC prodution [223℄, it has also been deteted in in-

terplanetary dust partiles (IDPs) and meteorites [224, 225℄. More reently,

Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ have identi�ed SiC to be a major omponent of

the protoplanetary disk/envelope of dust around binary star system SVS13.

They have modelled the polarization in SVS13 using amorphous siliates with

SiC inlusions whih motivated us to inlude SiC for our alulations as well.

Graphite has been used sine it is one of the prime andidates for the 2175 Å

ultraviolet bump [97℄ observed in the extintion urve of the Galaxy. Alonso-

Albi et al. (2009) [195℄ have suessfully used a siliate/graphite mixture to

model the dust in protoplanetary disks in a sample of Herbig Be stars. A

signi�ant amount of amorphous arbon or graphiti material is also found in

the di�use ISM (∼30% by mass) in addition to the abundane of amorphous

siliates. Sine studies [226, 227℄ have found dust grains to be �u�y and porous

in nature, we have taken porous siliate based dust grains into onsideration

as well for our models. In addition, IDPs have also been found to onsist of

porous aggregates [228�230℄.

Axial ratio (AR)

We have used oblate (axial ratio>1) spheroids sine interstellar extintion

urves produed using models with grains in the form of oblate spheroids have

been seen to show best �ts with observed data [231℄. Good �ts have been

observed by Henning & Stognienko (1993) [232℄ aross 10 µm and by Kim &

Martin (1995) [55℄ in the near-IR using suh models. In fat, dust grains are

required to be non-spherial in order to produe linear polarization via dihro-

ism [57, 58℄. Reently, Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ have used oblate spheroids

with axial ratio 2 to suessfully model the protoplanetary disk polarization

in SVS13. Hene, we have used three values of the axial ratio (AR) for our

spheroidal grains, AR = 1.33, 2.0 and 1.5 whih orrespond to N = 9640, 14440

and 25896 dipoles respetively as detailed in Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄.
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Grain radius & size integration

Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ had onsidered a grain radius of up to 0.5 µm for

protoplanetary disks in the MIR based on the Rayleigh approximation (grain

size≪wavelength). Min et al. (2007) [33℄ mention that the atual size of a par-

tile is not important to determine the spetral shape in absorption/emission

as long as it is in the Rayleigh domain. Hene, the absorption e�ienies have

been alulated within the Rayleigh approximation using a grain size, amin=0.1

µm to amax=0.5 µm, where `a' represents the radius of a sphere suh that it's

volume is equal to that of the dust grain spheroid. The details of partile size

distribution are provided in Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄.

Volume fration of inlusions

Alonso-Albi et al. (2009) [195℄ have made use of a grain mixture omprising

of 86% siliates and 14% graphites for protoplanetary disks around Herbig

Be stars. In this work, we have used three di�erent frations by volume, f =

0.1 (10%), 0.2 (20%) and 0.3 (30%) for SiC, graphite as well as porous grain

inlusions (in ompliane with earlier �ndings [91, 195℄).

A omposite grain model with AR = 1.33, i.e. N = 9640 dipoles and having

f = 0.1 (90% siliates with 10% inlusions) is illustrated in Figure 6.1. We have

also varied the polarization position angle (θ) parameter for our models using

three values: 45, 60 and 90 degrees. The amorphous/astronomial siliate

and graphite refrative indies used in our dust models have been obtained

from Draine (2003) [233℄ while the SiC optial onstants have been taken from

Pegourie et al. (1988) [234℄.
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Figure 6.1: An oblate spheroidal omposite dust grain model where the host

material (siliate) is shown in green having an axial ratio (AR) =

1.33 with f = 0.1 (inlusions by volume). The inlusions are shown

as blue implants in the upper panel and separately in magni�ed

form in the lower panel. We are able to see only those inlusions

in the upper panel whih are loated towards the perimeter of the

spheroid while the rest are obstruted from our view.
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6.4 Data analysis and Results

As disussed in Setion 1.3.3, in the absene of a preise theory for the study

of omposite dust grain properties, we take the help of various approximation

tehniques suh as the E�etive Medium Approximation (EMA) and the Dis-

rete Dipole Approximation (DDA) to model the sattering by non-spherial

dust grains. The EMA method [92℄ uses T-Matrix whih is based on Mie the-

ory to determine the optial properties of small omposite partiles. It has a

limitation in ase of inhomogeneous partiles beause it uses a homogeneous

partile with a single averaged optial property (refrative index, dieletri

onstant) to replae the original inhomogeneous one [93�95℄. The DDA [96℄

method works very well for inhomogeneous partiles taking into onsideration

the e�ets of various irregularities (shape, surfae roughness, internal stru-

ture of grains). It represents an arbitrarily shaped omposite dust grain in an

array form with dipole elements whih will experiene a polarization whenever

an eletromagneti radiation is inident and also due to osillation of the rest

of the dipoles. The interation and superposition of these two polarization

omponents auses sattering ross setions and extintion [97℄. In spite of

it's limitations, EMA is very onvenient for large size parameters and omplex

refrative indies where DDA poses a omputational hallenge.

We have alulated the dust grain absorption e�ienies and the polariza-

tion in the 8-13 µm range using both DDA and EMA based omposite models.

We have used DDSCAT version 6.1 developed by Draine & Flatau (2003) [235℄

and the T-Matrix ode developed by Mishhenko et al. (2002) [236℄ whih were

modi�ed subsequently by Gupta et al. (2005) [231℄ and Vaidya & Gupta (2009)

[237℄ for our DDA and EMA model alulations respetively. In our omposite

dust grain models, it has been observed that the inlusion of SiC leads to a

longward shift in peak while the inlusion of graphite leads to a shortward

shift of peak wavelength from 10 µm, as disussed in Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄.

We have ompared the polarization data for MWC 1080A, MWC 297 and

HL Tau observed by Li et al. (2018) [218℄ with the alulated linear polariza-

tion from our models. The best �t values and details of various parameters

onsidered in our models for eah of the observed stars for DDA based alu-

lations are presented in Table 6.3 and for EMA T-Matrix model alulations

are presented in Table 6.4. We have shown the orresponding best �t plots for

the three stars in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.2: DDA (top panel) and EMA (bottom panel) based omposite dust

grain models with various ombinations showing best �ts to the

observed star MWC 1080A.
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Figure 6.3: DDA (top panel) and EMA (bottom panel) based omposite dust

grain models with various ombinations showing best �ts to the

observed star MWC 297.
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Figure 6.4: DDA (top panel) and EMA (bottom panel) based omposite dust

grain models with various ombinations showing best �ts to the

observed star HL Tau.
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Table 6.3: Details of best �t DDA based model parameters to the observed stars.

Objet Material AR Size Volume θ
Composition (µm) Fration (degree)

MWC 1080A SiCSi 2.0 0.5 0.3 90

MWC 297 SiGr 2.0 0.5 0.3 90

HL Tau SiGr 2.0 0.5 0.3 90

Table 6.4: Details of best �t EMA T-Matrix based model parameters to the observed

stars.

Objet Material AR Size Volume θ
Composition (µm) Fration (degree)

MWC 1080A SiCSi 2.0 0.5 0.3 90

MWC 297 SiGr 1.33 0.5 0.3 90

HL Tau SiPor 2.0 0.5 0.3 90

6.5 Disussion and Conlusions

The results in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show that omposite models omprising

of siliate as host with inlusions of SiC (f = 0.3) �t the observed MWC

1080A polarimetri data reasonably well for both DDA and EMA based models

(Figure 6.2). On the other hand, the siliate/graphite mixture shows best �t to

the observed MWC 297 polarization in both ases (Figure 6.3) while showing

a good �t to HL Tau only in ase of the DDA based model (Figure 6.4).

The porous siliate model shows a better �t to the HL Tau polarization when

omputed using the EMA method. The other exeption we �nd in ase of

MWC 297 best �ts is the di�erene in the axial ratio for DDA and EMA based

models (AR = 2.0 and 1.33 respetively). The DDA approah is, of ourse,

more reliable sine it is rigorous and inorporates partile inhomogeneities

whih EMA fails to do as disussed earlier. For all three objets, both the DDA

and EMA-TMatrix models seem to best �t the observations at a polarization

position angle, θ = 90 degree.

For all three young stars, we �nd elongated spheroidal shaped grains (AR

= 2.0) with an e�etive radius of 0.5 µm to best �t the observations. As

mentioned earlier, the grain size falls within the limits of Rayleigh approxi-

mation. Moreover, it has been observed that the dust grain size towards the

inward regions of a protoplanetary disk is larger than those further out [194℄.

Alonso-Albi et al. (2009) [195℄ state that the distane from a star ould very

well determine the dust grain growth rate as well as the grain omposition.

They have given models with a maximum grain radius, amax=1 m for grains

in the midplane of the disks in MWC 1080A and MWC 297 and amax=100
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µm and 1 µm for grains in the disk surfae of eah star respetively. However,

it is known that HL Tau [238℄, as well as both these Herbig Be stars are as-

soiated with massive envelopes [195, 218, 221℄ whih seem to be originators

of the MIR absorptive polarization. If dust grain growth is indeed dependent

on the distane from a star, the nature and size of dust grains found in suh

envelopes will resemble smaller ISM dust grains more losely than larger sized

grains formed as a result of dust oagulation in the disks. In fat, it has been

assumed that the dust grain growth from submiron to miron size takes plae

slowly over the ourse of a few million years [197℄. Sine MWC 297 and HL

Tau are around 1 Myr in age (Table 6.1), it an be safely assumed that the

typial dust grains in their envelope are still sub-miron sized. This assump-

tion �ts even better to the ase of MWC 1080A whih is still at a very young

age of 0.22 Myr (Table 6.1).

In addition to the larger grain size, the �atness/shift of the typial 10 µm

feature an also be aused due to the existene of rystalline siliate grains [197,

239℄. In suh ases, although the grain size is small, a �at feature may be aused

due to summing up of all the rystalline peaks, hene giving an impression of

a feature aused by an amorphous larger sized grain. We have observed a

siliate/graphite mixture in the dusty envelope around MWC 297 (Figure 6.3)

whih agrees with the observations of a similar mixture in the MWC 297 disk

made by Alonso-Albi et al. (2009) [195℄. However, Li et al. (2018) [218℄ favour

a model for the MWC 297 spetrum whih inorporates ombined polarised

emission and absorption of siliate grains and it indeed �ts the polarization

data better than our model where we assume polarization only in absorption.

We have observed a similar siliate/graphite mixture around HL Tau from our

DDA based alulations (Figure 6.4). In ontrast, the EMA based alulations

show a porous siliate model to better �t with HL Tau observations whih is

in line with the pure siliate absorption model put forward by Li et al. (2018)

[218℄ for the same target. For both MWC 297 and HL Tau, the best �t value

of polarization angle (θ = 90 degree) is quite lose to the position angles

measured by Li et al. (2018) [218℄ as seen from Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4; taking

into aount the unertainties in observations at 8.7, 10.3 and 12.5 µm.

The SiC and siliate mixture whih we have observed for MWC 1080A

does not agree with the surfae/midplane dust models given by Alonso-Albi

et al. (2009) [195℄ for a siliate/graphite mixture. The deviation in results

ould be attributed to their simple model with di�erent grain size distribution

and also to the MWC 1080A polarization observed by Li et al. (2018) [218℄

whih seems to arise from the envelope rather than the disk surfae/midplane.
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Li et al. (2018) [218℄ favour a pure absorption model with siliates only for

MWC 1080A but it does not �t the 12.5 µm data whih our SiC model does.

The best �t polarization angle (θ = 90 degree) for our model lies midway

between the position angles measured at 8.7 µm (110±1 degree) and 12.5 µm

(71±10 degree) for MWC 1080A (Table 6.2). However, as noted by Li et al.

(2018) [218℄, MWC 1080 seems to be a speial ase and the polarization angle

observed deviates from models, in partiular, the value at 12.5 µm, sine it

has a larger observational error. Suh an ourrene of polarization due to

absorption beyond the typial 10 µm feature was observed by Aitken et al.

(1988) [202℄ whih was onsidered to be due to the presene of rystalline

siliates peaking at 11.2 µm. Min et al. (2007) [33℄ state that SiC grains that

are irregular in shape show a broad feature in the spetra whih peaks near

11.25 µm. Sine we have indeed observed spheroidal siliate grains with AR =

2.0 having SiC inlusions to show suh a broad feature peaking near 11.3 µm

with signi�ant polarization observed at 12.5 µm (Figure 6.2), we an assume

the observed polarization in MWC 1080A to have been aused due to the SiC

omponent present in the dust grains. Sine MWC 1080A is a very young star

with a small disk size, most of the observed polarization is aused due to the

envelope whih onsists of material �owing in from the ISM. Moreover, multiple

evidene has been found of the ourrene of rystalline siliates in old outer

shells/disks of Herbig stars [240℄ with separate mehanisms proposed for either

transport/mixture of suh dust to the outlying regions or for the formation of

siliates in rystalline form in low temperature disks/envelopes due to shoks

[190, 240℄.

The possible detetion of SiC in the envelope of MWC 1080A here is very

interesting due to the fat that there has only been one evidene of SiC de-

tetion while studying the MIR polarization in absorption whih was made by

Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ for SVS13. We have heked the validity of our

omposite dust models for the same observations as shown in Figure 6.5.

Our DDA based alulations give a model with SiC, having 0.3 volume

fration of inlusions, for oblate spheroidal dust grains (AR = 1.5) of e�e-

tive radius 0.5 µm to best �t the SVS13 polarization data. The EMA based

alulations are in agreement to the type of inlusion, i.e. SiC, but vary in

the degree of oblateness (AR = 2.0) and volume fration of inlusions (0.2).

Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ had found similar results with an EMA based

model having SiC inlusions, whih is in agreement with our models. They

had found an AR = 2.0 and volume fration of inlusions 0.25 as best �t pa-

rameters when using the refrative indies of α-SiC given by Pegourie et al.
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Figure 6.5: Composite grain models: DDA (top panel) and EMA (bottom

panel) models with various ombinations showing best �ts to ob-

served star SVS13 [198℄.
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(1988) [234℄, whih is the same one we have used here. The notable di�erene

is only in the AR between our DDA based model and the EMA based results

obtained by Fujiyoshi et al. (2015) [198℄ as supported by our alulations.

While most ases of rystalline siliate detetion have been reported in

emission [190, 210, 211℄, reent studies have shown a onsiderable number of

suh features in absorption as well [198, 199, 241℄. All three objets in our

sample of study: MWC 1080A, MWC 297 and HL Tau, show polarization in

absorption but only the MWC 1080A polarization seems to have been aused

due to SiC mixed with siliates. The dust grains aountable for the rystalline

siliate features in absorption seem to originate in outer regions whih are old

[198, 199℄. This agrees very well with the MIR polarization in absorption

originating from the outer envelope around MWC 1080A.

Therefore, we onlude that there is a possibility of silion arbide (SiC)

grains being present in the outer disk or envelope around MWC 1080A. Our

results are limited by the lak of observed polarimetri data between 10.3

and 12.5 µm, the availability of whih would add more redibility to the re-

sults obtained in this work. There is also a prospet of exploring the possible

ontribution of polyyli aromati hydroarbon (PAH) moleules, whih has

already been deteted for MWC 1080A [220℄, with the availability of reliable

MIR polarization data for these objets.
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